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Reception

Abby Mills
One foggy morning a red and white boat fell out of the sky. 


It fell out of the clouds in to the world. There was a big 



storm. Lots of rain began to fall. It floated away.
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The boat was bobbing on the rough sea because it was 

stormy. It was foggy, raining and miserable. The boat was 

shivering and shaking in the Atlantic Ocean. The waves 

were crashing but the boat wasn’t feeling scared. She 

was feeling happy and brave as she entered the next 

area.
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The tiny, red boat was bobbing along in the blurry, white 

fog. There were big, spooky black trees with curling 

leaves in the mist. A raindrop dribbled down from the 

foggy, white sky into the grey water. The water was full 

of dirty, unclean rubbish. A cute, cuddly, adorable 

monkey jumped onto the little, funny boat. The monkey 

was unhappy with all the floating rubbish around him. 
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As the boat slowly sailed through the wet seaweed, she 

could hear the calm wind blowing through her sail, as 

well as the birds quietly chirping to each other.

Suddenly two brown, frightened deer appeared on the 

island and started to nibble the long green grass on the 

edge of the bank. Then the little lonely boat could hear 

thousands of Crickets jumping into puddles.

‘How long is this journey going to take?’ thought the 

lonely boat.
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Suddenly out of nowhere a flock of huge ferocious birds 

hastily crashed into the delicate boat and ripped the sail. A 

horrible, squawking noise filled the air all around the little 

boat. The fragile boat rocked and swayed as millions of 

birds darted past it. She felt terrified and confused. Why is 

this happening to me she thought? After a few terrifying 

minutes the vicious black flock of birds left the poor boat 

alone and injured. The depressed boat bobbed along the 

salty sea hoping it’s luck would change.
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Only the sound of twittering birds broke the silence. The boat 

glided gently through the tropical ocean. In the middle of that 

ocean, lay five humongous, green, sharp rocks which she 

sneaked through. Above the mountains, people were carefully 

tiptoeing across the rickety bridge. Between the mountains, there 

was a washing line full of clothes blowing in the wind. Suddenly, 

the boat crashed into the line and the pegs popped off and the 

clothes splashed into the salty water. In the distance, you could 

hear the sound of a window crashing open. The little, poor boat 

seemed unstoppable. 
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Fearfully, The little boat sailed on through the treacherous water. 

Sad, cold and injured she journeyed on carefully trying to avoid 

the sharp incredibly dangerous rocks. She lent windwards trying 

to avoid a catastrophic cliff. 

The sky turned a deep purply pink colour like a tropical sunset. 

As the beautiful sun set, she got a hole in her sail. It turned to 

night time so she couldn't see where she was going but the little 

boat kept sailing as the waves crashed relentlessly. 
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Between the sea and the sky, the brave Little Boat could hear a man sploshing out over the side of him to go and hide. Afterwards, she could smell smoke from the gunfire of the soldiers who were camouflaged in the grey and polluted city. 

BANG, BANG, BANG!

In the blink of an eye, with an ear-splitting roar, a huge bomb exploded wildly and thick grey smoke surrounded the petrified Little Boat but she just carried on. She could hear water rushing, guns firing and a helicopter overhead. The Little Boat was almost gone, but not quite.  Barely alive and without being repaired, the boat bobbed off into the bitter, freezing, wintry darkness without a single sound. She sailed and sailed into the next area with a might of force as giant heaps of snow suddenly surrounded her.
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As the menacing snow plummeted towards the fearful boat, the menacing waves swept over it and drowned it like unforgiving giants. Shockingly, the snow continued to cover the boat before horrendous sheets of ice crashed down over it. She became more and more miniscule whenever a new heavy, horrible flake of snow pounded it. 

Totally overwhelmed, she suddenly had tonnes of furious, flapping fish surrounding her when she sailed a little further on. Out of nowhere, a sea monster who was as vicious as a poisonous python appeared even though she was already baffled by the horrendous events. Whatever the boat was faced with, it tried extremely hard to remain calm until freedom came from such awful monsters. 
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The winds whistled with horror as the boat got away from the monster. The wind blew through the holes in the sail. A treacherous sound, that exploded like a colossal atomic bomb, deafened the atmosphere - a blanket of darkness ravaged the night sky.

The storm, which was dark and ferocious, drowned the poor little boat sending her tumbling and turning like a washing machine spinning uncontrollably as if it were in space.  Suddenly, a humongous wave of blackness covered the once beautiful, heavenly sky: it was as though God had removed the sun from the Solar System; as if a demonic phase of the Earth was trying to creep out of the depths of the ocean.  

As the ghastly, turbulent monster dispersed into the distance, an empty void filled the unpromising atmosphere. The pitiful, ragged boat, continued its wearisome journey through the unpredictable waters of the planet we live on.

Now drifting across the silky, tranquil water, an eerie, grey mist spilled across the aquaplane, rippling like worn, cracked elephant skin. The capsized, crooked boat, turned upright and carried on its exploration.

The miniature boat, that was now battered and wrecked, was adrift, not knowing which way to go or where to turn, but then it came across the dome shaped hills, which had someone inside, joined by washing lines, that were pinned with multi-coloured sheets of material. 
The creature inside the dome-like-hill threw down a shirt, which was made of silk and coloured with cyan. It drifted down, catching the mast of the boat making the broken sail still battered, but slightly fixed….
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Inauspiciously, the torn, damaged boat bobbed like it had nothing left to live for. Debris was floating like it was from yesteryear; floating like fragments left from melting glaciers. An old beaten up catastrophe (which used to be a shiny, brown boat) slowly drifted into the monkeys realm.  The decrepit, ramshackled boat is as broken as a crashed Cadillac V16 and as caroaded as the Titanic (left under the water for 106 years).  The ice blanket that tucked in the dark blue ocean; was actually a tidal wave of rubbish!

As if they were soldiers, the monkeys dashed onto the mossy fallen down tree and started fighting over the worn down sign, which was more valuable to them, than a magnitude of diamonds. In a matter of time, they froze and glanced at the shamed boat.  Fighting was no longer necessary, the world has had enough fighting already; the war has seized enough innocent souls not to mention those storms which keep on devouring all those grand boats with defenceless souls on board. 

With a heavy heart, the boat sailed through an ominous haze of grey sinister mist covering the sky like a blanket used in battle. It was as if the blue sky has retreated in utter defeat. With a handful of pity, they (the selfless monkeys) gave up their valuable sign, the dejected, melancholy boat needed it; for the rough, tumultuous journey ahead.  The monkeys had developed respect for the boat as if they were part of the same brotherhood. The boat needed them, they needed the boat.
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A sudden shrill feeling of glee tickled the edge of her brain, daring her to smile; it didn’t last long though - a sensation of deja vu washed over her. Last time she was there, her full-on structure had been ripped apart by the bullets of raging fury. Fear forced her to move in one direction, her feeble attempts to escape diminished the bravery she had shown throughout her journey so far. The damage had been done: the world’s reflection had changed, her fate was decided by the wind - would destiny choose life or death?

Persevering along the dismal, treacherous sea, the sky - which was shrouded by mist - threatened to blind her; she was paralysed by the sound of firing bullets, a man-made material which tore good men into memories, blood diffused more cries into the murky depths. The colourful world she lived in was soon drained by the horrors of war: screams of fully-grown men as bullets pierced their skin, words they would never speak echoed in their sorrowed souls; a pure sense of hatred in the air. Although the mist blinded her, she wished solemnly that it would deafen her.

As soon as she dared to trespass and penetrate the battlefield, all eyes were transfixed on her dilapidated, wooden bones. Almost unbelievably, every individual soldier began to salvage parts of the destroyed vehicles in a bid to save her life. Would this be her saving grace? Had destiny embraced her cries? Hope invaded her empty shell, her heart skipped a beat at this display of civilisation - she questioned, had humanity finally discovered the path of peace? Long before, she had prayed each night for the salvation of mankind, which seemed to be a current lost cause. Kind-heartedly, the once crestfallen men worked tirelessly to keep her afloat.

The symbolic flag of war was now stood proudly - dancing to the wind on her flagpole mast, she craved a gust of wind from the clouds above. Mentally and physically, she felt healed; almost as if she could conquer anything. Peace had been restored to the land which so much had been taken from.
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Hope. The dark cloud of despair had been lifted, the light filled her heart with the joy that had kept her safe and light. Her fear had been washed away along with the sludged, grotesque seaweed that bobbed up and down brushing against her bare hull. Now all she needed was the final repair: her sail. But who was there, who would help rebuild her strength? Was this the end? The hope she had just gained began to drain away; despair, ebbed, flowed and seeped out of her - she felt herself slowly sinking.

In the distance, the gentle flutter of delicate wings sung through the stillness of the wind. Would she be saved? Graciously, the flock of beautiful, majestic doves glided past adding the final missing piece of the puzzle.  With a skip on her hull she sailed on through the sea. Who would have thought they would all work together, to bring joy, salvation and belonging. She reflected on what she had learnt, to what she had seen. The monkeys, who were thought to be just a hindrance and a nuisance, were actually full of kindness and care. The villagers, who initially had such hatred, reached out to her and offered respect. The soldiers, who previously were willing to spill blood so freely, now came together in unison to help others in need. She thought back to all she had gained from the communities around her: we should all respect; to love each other not to hate; in giving we receive; it’s what’s on the inside that matters. 

This was the world they live in they were attached as one, a family. Now, knowing all she had learnt, she slowly bobbed off to the rhythm of the sea.
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